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UPCOMING MEETINGS Second Tuesdays (6:30 PM EST except August.  See below.) 

April 9 – Chuy’s , 2271 Gunbarrel Rd, Chattanooga, TN 

May 14 – Puckett’s, 2 Aquarium Way, Chattanooga, TN 

June 11 – Café on the Corner, 826 Scenic Highway, Lookout Mountain, TN 

July 9 – Puleo’s, 6108 Artesian Circle, Ooltewah, TN 

August 17, Canyon Grill, 28 Scenic Highway, Rising Fawn, Ga. ( at 5:00 PM in combination with the       

Summer Drive. Details to follow) 

September 10 – Myan Kitchen, 507 Broad Street, Chattanooga, TN 

October 8 – The Horns, 830 Windy Hill Drive, Chattanooga, TN 

November 12 – Chop House, 2011 Gunbarrel Road, Chattanooga, TN 

December 10 – Christmas Party -  Walden Club, 633 Chestnut Street, Chattanooga, TN 

Please visit our web site at www.choochoobimmers.org for lots more about Choo Choo Bimmers and 

current information on meeting and drive schedules. 
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A message from our President, Jennifer C. Askew 

 

Never Going Out of Style 

 

As I stood in the main hall of the BMW CCA Foundation that Saturday night in January, I watched my 

husband eyeing the rare 2002s on display. We picked out a few of our favorites, chatted with the 

owners of these classics to learn more about the cars and took photos of these Bavarian lovelies so we 

would be sure to remember them. We heard from the Hack Mechanic, Rob Siegel, as he read an excerpt 

from his upcoming book, which happened to be about bringing home his original 2002 that he wished 

he never sold. We shopped in the Foundation gift boutique. Of course, we also ate, drank and chatted at 

length with dear friends from the BMW Car Club. It was the closing event for the Icon exhibit, and what 

a fine event it was.  

 

Earlier that day, we watched some of these same vehicles that were on display streaking around the 

BMW Performance Center track like they didn’t know their age. After all, age is just a number, and who 

minds if it’s 50?! These were racing versions of their street-wise siblings who had come out to play. 

Andreas ‘Andy’ Bovensiepen, as in the Bovensiepen family that owns Alpina – the official German tuner 

to BMW, even joined in by driving one of the Alpina 2002 racecars all while wearing his business suit. 

Why was I surprised? 

 

These cars and their people just never go out of style. That’s one of the things I enjoy about this club, 

there’s always something going on and always something to learn – whether it be from these vintage 

BMWs and their owners or from the BMWs of tomorrow with their self-driving autonomy. You just 

never know schooled you’ll be by your stylish ride. 
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The Great Pacific Northwest in a 2016 BMW 5-Series 

One of the perks of my current “job” is that I occasionally get opportunities to travel to places that I 

would go on vacation anyway. I’ve had a few chances now to get up to the Pacific Northwest. I have 

been all over Oregon and Washington states, and have even had the opportunity, when time permits, to 

forego flying and make the cross-country drive which allows me to check out some of the scenery 

between Tennessee and the Pacific coast. I have friends who would never undertake such a long road 

trip, but alas you’ll never get to enjoy America as much as you can when traversing our open roads as 

opposed to sitting in a tight airplane seat at 35,000 feet. Recently we started another project at John 

Day Dam in Oregon and the kickoff meeting was scheduled for late August. Absolutely perfect time to 

travel to this area of the country! It rains a lot in Oregon, at least over towards the west coast near 

Portland, but July-August is their normally dry season. It also gets pretty warm – similar to Tennessee. 

However, the interior of Oregon and Washington (starting about 2 hours from the Pacific Ocean) turns 

into high desert where it rarely rains and gets really hot. Both climates have their own unique beauties.  

For this trip, I chose to drive my 

recently acquired 2016 Certified 

Pre-Owned (CPO) BMW 528i. I 

suspect a lot of readers are going 

to be interested in my review 

since these cars are just starting 

to come off-lease as CPO’s.  

I’ve owned four 5-series cars 

starting with a 1998 E39 chassis 

528i, but it is safe to say that this 

F10 chassis car is the most 

refined. I purchased it earlier this 

year for a couple of reasons, 

including needing a car that I can 

use to transport my elderly mother to doctor’s appointments, and also something that she could drive if 

she needed to (her car is a 1995 Cadillac and it is starting to have some age-related issues crop up from 

time to time). She drove one of my former 5-series (a 2002 525i) for a couple of years and she loved it. 

The 5-series sits at the perfect height for her to get in and out of (my X3 is a tad taller than she is 

comfortable climbing into and my former 3-Series and 6-Series cars have all sat uncomfortably low for 

her). When I was researching sedans, I was very strongly considering a Mercedes E-Class or an Audi A6, 

at least until I drove the BMW. At the test drive, I basically loved everything about it – perfect fit, quiet, 

smooth, good ride, good options including satellite radio, CD, USB connectivity, hard drive music storage 

register, navigation, heated seats and heated steering wheel, heads-up display, etc. As with my 2018 X3, 

I really liked the much-improved I-Drive system over that in my former 5-series and 6-series cars. After 

having owned a 2018 X3 since February, I knew that the 2.0L 4-cylinder turbocharged engine would be 

just fine. I also knew that the run-flat tires that had been such a pain in a former 5-series I owned would 

probably be much better, and indeed they are. No complaints from me or any of my passengers on the 

ride and quietness of the car.  
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My drive from Chattanooga to Portland, Oregon was spread over 4 days. The route I took was the “fast” 

route laid out by Google Maps and the GPS in the car, starting with I-24 through Paducah, KY, onto I-64 

through St. Louis, onto I-70 through Kansas City, onto I-29 through Iowa and Nebraska, onto I-80 

through Wyoming, and then I-84 into Portland. I drove to Kansas City the first day, Cheyenne, Wyoming 

the second day, Twin Falls, Idaho the third day, and then into Portland. The 5-series cruised smoothly, 

and I returned about 32 mpg on the trip, or about 1.5 mpg more than my X3 gets on a similar trip. I 

totally forgot about using the “eco-pro” mode and never engaged it, so this was in standard “comfort” 

mode which is the default mode the car always starts in. On subsequent trips I have used the eco-pro 

mode and I don’t think it increases the fuel economy by more than a mile per gallon; however, I didn’t 

notice any significant drop-off in performance when engaging eco-pro, unlike my X-3 which loses speed 

on the hills when in eco-pro mode. Kicking the car into sport mode noticeably improves performance, 

but there is a penalty on fuel economy to the tune of a couple miles per gallon.  

I really didn’t hit any bad weather until I got into Idaho and Oregon where I ran into some light rain 

showers (so typical for this area of the country) but the 5-series handled ably and sure-footedly, as it has 

around Chattanooga this rainy summer. On a more recent trip to Orlando I ran into some very heavy 

rainstorms in South Georgia and the car handled just fine – no hydroplaning or otherwise squirrelly 

behavior.   

I made a quick side stop to Fort Fred Steele in Wyoming where I visited the ruins of the old fort. Part of 

the park road is unpaved, so I turned around before going all the way in. In my X3 I would have gladly 

gone all the way in, but there were some fairly deep water-filled ruts and I didn’t want to chance getting 

stuck and waiting on AAA to show up. The Fort was built in 1868 and was in service until 1886, built 

along the route of the Union Pacific Railroad to protect construction crews from hostile Indian attacks.  

 

Abandoned Blockhouse at Fort Fred Steele 

At the Utah border sits a covered wagon on top of the hill overlooking the Welcome Center. You can 

hike up to the monument and the view from the hill is awesome.  
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Utah Welcome Center Covered Wagon 

 

Beautiful View from the Hill Overlooking the Utah Welcome Center  

I spent some time in Southern Utah earlier in the summer and I never grow tired of the rugged 

landscape. It certainly gives one a sense of how difficult the early settlers had it when traveling by 

wagon train into the Oregon Territory.  
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I rolled into Twin Falls, Idaho late afternoon and decided to drive over to the Twin Falls Park on the 

Snake River for some late-day pictures. A couple of years ago a co-worker from Oregon (who shares my 

hobby of serious photography) put me onto this semi-hidden gem. It is located just outside the town of 

Twin Falls, where I was spending the night, and the late-day lighting cast perfect shadows to get some 

spectacular photo ops. Photo-op hint: early-day and late-day lighting will yield the most striking 

landscape photos. If you happen to be in Twin Falls at the right time, you may see base jumpers leaping 

off the bridge across the Snake River. Quite a site to see. There were no base jumpers on the evening I 

was there, but I did see a few jumpers early one morning on a previous trip when I was leaving Twin 

Falls, apparently waiting on the wind to get “just right.”  

 

 

Hydroelectric Plant at Twin Falls 

 

One of Several Great Views at Twin Falls Park 
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The final leg from Twin Falls into Portland is, in my opinion, one of the more scenic drives in America as 

the landscape slowly changes from rugged to desert to lush. I remember traveling into Wyoming, North 

Dakota, and South Dakota with my parents several years ago, and everybody was just spellbound at the 

rugged scenery and clear blue western sky. About mid-day, I-84 intersected with the famous Columbia 

River Gorge, the sheer size of the river which is awe-inspiring. I-84 parallels the Columbia River for quite 

a distance, and eventually forms the boundary between Washington and Oregon.  

Along the trip, I listened to a book on CD entitled “Undaunted Courage” by Stephen Ambrose. It is the 

story of the famous 1804-1806 Corps of Discovery Expedition consisting of US Army volunteers under 

the command of Captain Merriweather Lewis and Second Lieutenant William Clark. The exploration 

team traversed much of the same route I was traveling, surveying and drawing up maps (the first for this 

region) as they went. I never tire of listening to early American history and this story is certainly a story 

worth revisiting, particularly when you’re driving along in the vicinity of where history was made. 

President Thomas Jefferson commissioned the expedition shortly after the Louisiana Purchase in 1803 

to explore and to map the newly acquired territory, to find a practical route across the western half of 

the continent, and to establish an American presence in this territory before Britain and other European 

powers tried to claim it. The campaign's secondary objectives were scientific and economic: to study the 

area's plants, animal life, and geography, and to establish trade with local American Indian tribes. The 

challenges faced by the expedition finding a way across the as-yet uncharted United States interior is 

riveting. This is not an “easy drive” by freeway even today – imagine doing it by horseback and mule 

train. As you drive along the general route taken by Lewis and Clark, you will find many interpretive 

centers and museums that celebrate the brave men on the expedition, which terminated at Cape 

Disappointment on the coast near Astoria, Oregon, an area I visited on my last trip to Oregon. The story 

of how they negotiated with the native tribes for passage, trading for food and other necessities, and 

the story of the primitive tools they had to make the trip with are awe inspiring. If only we had more 

individuals today that had the vision of the people on this expedition.  

One of the high points of the 5-series was the quietness of the ride and my ability to hear every word 

clearly on the audio CD’s without cranking the volume way high. It just makes the trip so much more 

enjoyable. I made this same trip a few years ago in an Audi A6, a car that was awesome, but not as quiet 

as my 5-series.  
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Barge Traffic in the Columbia River Gorge 

I did mention that this was a working trip. One of the things I really liked about my 5-series is a handy 

little I-Drive feature called “Office” that allows you to quickly receive phone calls, texts, and e-mails 

“hands-free” while driving, “hands-free” meaning no hands on the phone, but you will have to handle 

the I-Drive controller. Office will read your e-mails and texts aloud to you, and generally does a pretty 

good job recognizing even technical words used by engineers, unlike some systems I have used, 

although some of the “interpretations” can be hilarious. And it is easy enough to operate that you are 

generally not distracted and running off the road as you fiddle with the controller, which is important as 

you’re tooling along at 80+ mph on curvy roads. I put this feature to good use as I continuously received 

e-mails and calls about ongoing projects. You are of course limited in how much you can do while in 

motion, for safety reasons, but at least you can get enough information to know to pull over and 

respond if needed. One cool feature is that you can pair two Bluetooth devices and quickly switch 

between them. This allowed me to go between my personal phone and work phone. And when I was 

talking on the phone, the car was so quiet that every word (on both ends) could easily be heard. Nice! 

This past summer has seen a lot of forest fires and Oregon also had its share. Some of the wheat fields 

on the Washington side of the Columbia River caught fire earlier in the summer and the local folks told 

me the smoke blew south across I-84 into Oregon and was choking for quite a while, even shutting down 

I-84 for a few days due to visibility and safety concerns. As I reached the Oregon border, I stopped at the 

Welcome Center and the nice ladies told me they had some rain in the past couple of days that had 

washed away the smoke and haze. What timing! 

The Columbia River Gorge drive never gets old. There is so much history along the route, and it is an 

important contributor to commerce (due to barge traffic and fishing for salmon and other species) and 

electricity generation (due to the several large hydroelectric plants located along the river). I 

overnighted in Portland, and the next day I met with our Portland-based engineering support team to 

drive back east on I-84 to John Day Dam, which is one of several very large hydropower facilities on the 
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Columbia River, owned and operated by the US Army Corps of Engineers. The Columbia River is huge 

and makes the Tennessee River look rather small by comparison. We of course traded a lot of stories 

and I learned even more about the local area from the folks who had grown up there. As you may know, 

in the Pacific Northwest, everything is all about the fish – salmon in particular as well as other species, 

and pretty much all the dams in the area have elaborate fish ladders or other features that allow the 

migrating salmon to swim upstream of the dams to spawn, and the newborns to swim back 

downstream, to start the life cycle again. In fact, I am working on another project in the area that entails 

a floating fish extraction system roughly the size of a football field. I was intrigued to learn the native 

Americans have special fishing privileges that non-native Americans don’t – part of the compensation 

for stealing their land away from them.  

The day after our work trip to John Day, vacation time started. I traveled from Portland back east on I-84 

to I-82 and US-395 through central Washington, where I picked up I-90 through Spokane and finally I-94 

into Medora, North Dakota, after overnighting in Montana. My trip plans included a visit to the 

Theodore Roosevelt National Park, in North Dakota. The trip involved quite a bit of time driving in 

Montana, with its 80-mph speed limit. Kind of nice but unfortunately the roads are curvy enough and 

rough enough from the harsh winter weather that you really don’t want to drive much faster than 80, 

especially given the numerous dead deer and abandoned cars with crumpled hoods you see on the side 

of the road. I gulp at thinking about how the 5-series would handle an 80-mph collision with a large 

buck. I stopped and bought a pound of fresh cherries to munch on during the trip. Mmmmm. 

Roosevelt N.P. was incorporated into the National Park System in 1947, but based on my research, is 

one of the least-visited. Not sure why. The area is very scenic, and the park is ruggedly gorgeous. Not 

nearly as famous as Yellowstone or Glacier. It’s a bit disappointing that, clearly due to low visitor 

numbers, the Park Service has been letting it go to a large extent. The roads were being repaved so 

much of the main loop road was just loose gravel and very dusty. The visitor’s centers were sparse, and 

one was in a temporary trailer. The wildlife didn’t care about the roads anyway, they just stopped the 

traffic whenever they wanted to and went about their business. I ran into a major roadblock about a 

quarter way into the park – a rather large herd of bison with a nasty attitude. They took their own sweet 

time crossing the road. I think we sat there at least 30 minutes while they lazily crossed. Bison rule the 

roads in the park. These beasts can be bigger than a Ford F150 crew cab. Warning signs throughout the 

park advise against approaching bison. They are known to have a nasty temper. Remember the Bugs 

Bunny cartoon buffalo stampedes? That’s not just cartoon stuff.  

Fair warning: the park police seemed to be anal about the speed limit. I saw them flash their lights at a 

family van from Florida a couple of times, then I saw him pulled over getting a ticket. Seems that the 

park rangers have the same surly attitude as the bison. The park “residents” are the bison; we are the 

visitors. Driver beware! 
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Traffic Jam in Roosevelt National Park 
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Prairie Dog City 

Prairie dog towns were spread all around the park. If you haven’t seen these little critters up close, you 

owe it to yourself to check them out. They let out a squeal to spread the alarm about intruders, 

including natural predators as well as human visitors. When the threat abates, you’ll hear them quieten 

down and stand up straight. Sometimes you miss them because they look like little rocks or statues until 

they startle you with a quick movement.  

 

Prairie Dog Sounding the Alarm to his Neighbors 
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The Roosevelt Cabin 

Teddy Roosevelt lived in the vicinity of the park for several years, beginning in 1883, and his log cabin is 

still there and restored for tourists to view. He said he enjoyed getting away from Washington, D.C. and 

spending time in the wild, hunting buffalo. I imagine that North Dakota is about as different from 

Washington D.C. as one can get. I know my time there was certainly peaceful and relaxing. The visitor’s 

center at the park has a nice interpretive center discussing Teddy Roosevelt’s career. There are still 

remnants of Roosevelt’s Elkhorn Ranch at the park.  

 

 

Teddy Roosevelt Wooden Statue 
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Old West Saloon / Tavern in Medora, ND 

The town of Medora is right outside the entrance to the South Unit of the Roosevelt National Park. This 

is a neat little historic town that has many buildings that are reported to be “original” – not recreations. I 

had lunch in the saloon/tavern where you can order a bison burger if you’re into that. I have had bison 

meat and it is good, but a lot tougher than beef. There are some vintage hotels, cabins for rent, and 

plenty of activities for adults and kids of all ages. Medora is also known for its starlight musical 

production “Medora Musical” that has been running off and on since 1958. It was featured on the NBC 

National News about 2 weeks before I made the trip and it caught my eye. I have friends who went and 

highly recommend it. They also serve steaks cooked on pitchforks (entitled the Pitchfork Fondue) which 

is an optional part of the evening. If I go back, and the weather is suitable, I will make this a must-do 

item.  https://www.medora.com/do/entertainment/medora-musical/  Unfortunately, the night I was 

there, there were strong thunderstorms building in the area and sitting in an outside amphitheater 

during a thunderstorm is not on my bucket list. One of the risks you take when traveling in the west is 

that the thunderstorms can be extreme with very large hail and flash floods – much more so than in our 

area. So one must always be “weather-aware” when traveling out west.  

https://www.medora.com/do/entertainment/medora-musical/
https://www.medora.com/do/entertainment/medora-musical/
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One of many Historic Buildings in Medora 

 

Buffalo Chilling Out Late Afternoon – about the size of my car 

There are three units to the Theodore Roosevelt National Park. Two of the three units have paved road 

access; the third has only hiking trails and gravel roads. The entrances to the two units accessible by car 

are separated by about 80 miles. That will give you an idea of just how big this park is. The larger South 

Unit is adjacent to I-94 near Medora, the smaller North Unit is 80 miles north off US-85, just south of 

Waterford, ND, and the Elkhorn Ranch Unit lies between the two, with the Little Missouri River flowing 

through and the Maah Daah Hey Trail connecting all three. The land is indeed rugged and the weather is 

extreme, with January lows averaging near zero and summertime highs over 100 degrees F. The park is 

in the “badlands” which according to Indian lore means “land no good for anything.” Of course, the land 

is excellent for ranching, which is still a prime use today.  
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Well, the vacation was almost over, but not quite. The trip home took me along I-94 through 

Minneapolis to I-90, I-39, I-74, and then I made a quick side trek over to Bowling Green, Kentucky where 

I took in the Corvette Museum. I’ve driven by this museum (located adjacent to I-65 about an hour and a 

half north of Nashville) many times but never took the time to stop.  

 

Corvette Museum, Bowling Green, KY – Factory Delivery Location 

 

Corvette Museum Exhibit 

I’ve never been a huge Corvette fan per se, but the story of this car is an important part of Americana 

and this turned out to be a really nice museum. Probably as nice as any car museum I’ve been to. And it 

is not that far from Chattanooga. The history of the Corvette development and manufacturing 

advancements is well-presented. A few years ago, a portion of the museum including several priceless 
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Corvettes on display was suddenly and unexpectedly swallowed up by a large sinkhole. The cars that 

were swallowed up were carefully extracted from the sinkhole and are on display, along with some nice 

graphics describing the underlying Karst stone that caused that sinkhole (and many more similar 

sinkholes in our region of the country) to occur. Some of the sinkhole cars were able to be restored, but 

not all. I know of Corvette guys who weep when talking about this. You can see the ugly ones as well as 

the nice ones on display. Throughout the museum you’ll see actual cars representing every generation 

of Corvette, and in the lobby and out front of the museum is their factory delivery location. One guy was 

taking delivery of his brand-new Corvette the day I was there, surrounded by his family eagerly snapping 

photos of the event. I’m guessing this factory delivery was a bucket list item for him.  

 

One Sinkhole Car that Didn’t Make It 

 

Grand Entrance 

All told, I drove about 5,500 miles in my 528i over a 10-day period and I’ve put about 10K overall on the 

car since I bought it. So what are my overall impressions? Very nice car. Easy to live with. Good fuel 

economy for the size. Roomy enough on a long trip for two people; maybe not for a family of four. 

Plenty of room for four on a day trip. It is not without some quirks, however: 
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The navigation database was outdated, with some hotels that were over 10 years old, and in some cases 

the roads they were on not even in the database. Nav almost worthless in some areas for listing 

restaurants – several times I searched out restaurants “along the route” only to find that they no longer 

existed on the exit and I wound up eating somewhere else. Not sure where the map data came from, 

but it begs updating. My portable Garmin GPS is far superior, as is Google Maps on your smart phone. So 

are the nav systems in Audi and Mercedes. But in fairness, the onboard nav is relatively easy to use (not 

as easy as the newer nav system in the X3) and generally competent – it gets you from A to B and the 

predicted travel times are reasonably accurate depending on how many side stops you make and of 

course, traffic, although the nav system does intake live traffic info and it will reroute you around an 

accident and dynamically recalculate your arrival times based on current traffic conditions anywhere 

along the route. Updates require a trip to the dealer and I believe paying a fee. Probably not worth the 

expense. The X3 updates its nav software automatically and it may be that newer 5-series may also. But 

not the 2016 model.  

I-Drive’s Office is really nice; maybe the best implementation of e-mail and text messages I have seen in 

a car to date.  

Run-flat tires are much improved over past iterations. No complaints to date (with about 10K miles on 

the tires since I bought the car).  

The backup camera is nice but pretty much worthless when it is really dark outside. You cannot see 

anything at all unless there is some ambient light, such as from the moon or a streetlight. You will need 

to resort to the old-fashioned human eye.  

I like the tire pressure monitoring system which gives the actual tire pressure readings for each tire, 

unlike some cars which just give a low-pressure warning, and some of which require a multi-step “reset” 

after the tires are re-inflated – the 528i automatically reads the new pressures. I have found the 

onboard tire pressure readings to closely match those of my calibrated tire gauges.  

The A/C system does a generally excellent job but only a “fair” job of keeping the side windows clear on 

a warm, humid, rainy day – this interfered with visibility in the exterior side view mirrors. Keep a 

microfiber cloth in the car to wipe off the condensation and you’re good to go. Also, the system seems 

to be programmed to blow out a lot of cold air on a hot day for a couple of minutes after starting up, 

before settling down to maintain the cabin at the set temperature. Although it hasn’t been extremely 

cold yet, I think the heater is going to do the same. After the initial blast of cold (hot) air, the system 

does a good job of maintaining the set temperature. Sometimes the legacy hot/cold knob on the dash 

that controls the relative temperature of the air coming out of the center vents is needed to keep from 

freezing out the passengers. I suppose this is intended to rapidly cool off or heat up the entire cabin, but 

it can chill or roast the driver. It’s only a minor nuisance.  

The cruise control system does a good job maintaining the set speed, even on steep hills. Some cars 

tend to lose speed on the uphills, and overcompensate on the downhills, which annoys other drivers 

that are trying to use their cruise control.  

The heads-up display is very nice but on a sunny day, if you are wearing polarized sunglasses, the amber 

display numbers can disappear from view. When using nav, the turn by turn directions are in amber. Use 

the main center nav system display and you’re fine, however.  
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The inside cabin storage is a bit skimpy. There is a small storage compartment at the driver’s left knee 

which is just big enough to hold a pair of sunglasses, maybe a parking card, and a few other small items 

like gum and cough drops. Not much room in the glove box and very small center storage compartment 

mean that you won’t be storing a lot of “stuff” inside the cabin. Barely enough room in the door pocket 

to hold a compact umbrella – you won’t have anywhere to put a full-size umbrella and still have people 

sit in the seats. Of course, with the run-flats, you don’t have a spare, and the underneath compartment 

in the trunk is available for storing small items, such as an air compressor, can of fix-a-flat, etc. 😊 You 

won’t need a jack since you don’t have a spare. Nice sized trunk with room for at least one golf bag and 

possibly two laying down flat across the back of the trunk, leaving plenty of room for luggage and 

packages.   

The front seats are wide enough that your knees won’t continually bump into consoles and door 

pockets, which is a really aggravating problem with some cars and even some SUV’s. The seats are very 

supportive on a long trip and your back will not get tired. My 6’-3” brother-in-law is comfortable in the 

back seat and says they are comfortable. He has chronic back problems so if he says the seats are good 

you can take it to the bank.  

The controls generally fall right at hand and you never feel that you’re stretching to reach important 

controls. Everything is generally intuitive. It is still nice to have an owner’s manual to guide you through 

some of the car’s features. The main audio functions are controllable without using I-Drive by 

programming 7 preset buttons on the dash, and you have volume controls on the steering wheel and 

dash and HVAC controls on the dash.  

As noted, I was also looking at a Mercedes E-Class and an Audi A6. I have owned both cars, in the 

previous generation to my 2016 528i, and I test drove a 2016 E-350 just before finding and test driving 

the 2016 528i. The 2016-2017 A6’s were temporarily off the market due to airbag recalls and none were 

available for sale at the time, and for some reason, Mercedes E-Class cars are really hard to find with 

upscale features I was looking for and real leather seating. My subjective feedback comparing the cars is 

listed in the table below. Each has their strong points, but they also have relative weak points compared 

to the others. All three are competent cars that are easy to live with, and great on long-distance trips. I 

was able to purchase my 2-year old CPO 528i for considerably less than its original cost, so going the 

CPO route is a valid cost-savings option for many drivers. Just be sure to look for one that has been well 

cared for by its previous owner (no scrapes or dents or stains inside and no weird “smells” other than 

that of luxurious leather) and one that has a clean Carfax (look for no accidents).  

I am a real fan of the advanced safety systems found on many cars now. Those that I heartily endorse 

(not all of which are on my 528i) include blind spot monitoring, advance forward collision warning, 

heads-up display, and automatic high beams. I am seeing these important safety features showing up 

even on relatively modestly-priced family cars and light trucks. A useful but sometimes aggravating 

feature is the advanced collision warning, which can erroneously go off when driving on a narrow curvy 

road as you approach signs and trees. However, I would rather have it than not, particularly when 

driving at night on a road where deer are known to jump out suddenly.  
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Steve’s Subjective Comparison of Luxury Sedans 

 BMW 528i Audi A6 Mercedes E-350 

Ride 5 5 5 

Handling 5 5 4 

Gear Shifts 5 5 5 

Entertainment System 4 5 4 

Wind Noise 5 4 4 

Tire Noise 5 4 3 

Fuel Economy 5 5 4 

Navigation System 4 5 4 

Backup Camera 4 4 4 

Tire Pressure Monitoring 5 3 4 

Acceleration 4 4 4 

Ease of Entry/Exit 5 5 5 

All-Day Driving Comfort 5 5 5 

Front Seat Comfort 5 5 5 

Back Seat Comfort 5 4 4 

Luggage Compartment (Trunk) 4 3 4 

Golf Club Transport 5 4 5 

Glove Box Storage 3 4 4 

Center Inside Storage Capacity 3 5 4 

Door Storage 2 3 3 

Cupholders 5 5 5 

Climate Controls 4 4 5 

Blind Spot Monitoring System N/A 5 N/A 

Backup Warning System 5 5 5 

Cruise Control 5 5 5 

Hands-free Operation 5 5 4 

Grocery Hauling 4 4 4 

Parking Lot Handling 5 5 5 

 

 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMW Apprentices Restored the Only Existing 
1600 GT Convertible 

After 51 years of living in private collections, one of BMW's 
rarest cars finally returns home.  

BY BRIAN SILVESTRO  
Dec 23, 2018 

 
BMW  

The BMW 1600 GT (also known as the Glas GT) is a pretty obscure car on its own. It's a 
two-door '60s coupe built by BMW in small numbers that sports styling that's far 
different from any other Bimmer. Turns out the company planned on building a 
convertible version for the US, but it never came to fruition. It did build two prototypes, 
though, and this is the only surviving example.  

The BMW Classic center has just announced that its apprentices have completed a 
years-long restoration of the only 1600 GT convertible, with supervision from their 
trainers, and it looks stunning. It's painted in silver, and features a red interior with a 
matching red soft top and power from a 105-horsepower engine from the 1600 Ti. Early 
on in the car's development, the first car was wrecked and scrapped. This one was gifted 
to a major BMW shareholder after the project was shelved, and passed through private 
ownership for year before BMW Classic eventually reacquired it.  

•  
•  

https://www.roadandtrack.com/author/16371/brian-silvestro/
https://www.roadandtrack.com/author/16371/brian-silvestro/
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Thanks to BMWNA, BMWCCA, Jennifer C. Askew and Steve Poteet for those wonderful articles. We 

would love to hear about member’s adventures with their BMWs. Please send articles, pictures, links, 

ideas etc. to Bob Wilson at rewilson@bledsoe.net. 

https://3dprint.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/3dp_bmwgroup_logo-300x300.png

